
 

Slugs & Snails. 

 

Usually the enemy of the gardener. 

 

I know we have heard it all before – “my marigolds have disappeared”, “my hostas 

have been decimated”, “my lettuces have been devoured overnight!”  These are the 

most common phrases we hear all the time.   Our usual reply is “Slugs”. 

 

Believe it or not slugs and snails play an important part of the ecosystem in the 

garden.  If we alter it at all with chemicals, then we risk losing many other important  

‘players’ in the garden namely birds, hedgehogs, frogs and toads but to mention a 

few. 

 

Unfortunately, one snail can have 430 babies a year.   

I remember one customer commenting that she had beautiful pearls in her soil!  Oh, 

Oh! Not pearls but snail larvae – not such good news! 

 

Below is a picture of slug/snail larvae. 

 

 
 

So, before you go looking to the slug pellets…. think!  Did you know that British 

Gardeners use some 650 billion slug pellets per year?   No wonder we don’t see the 

same amount of beautiful birds in our gardens or prickly hedgehogs.  These poor 

souls will have been the end result of the slug pellet.   Please, please think before you 

use the metaldehyde slug pellets.  Not only are they damaging the ecosystem they are 

not good news for anyone.  However, on a plus point these pellets will be banned 

from 2020 (best news ever!)   There are so many organic alternatives out there now 

and thankfully the conscientious gardener is thinking outside the ‘selfish box’. 

 

Let us talk about the hedgehog.   Did you know that he loves slugs but rightly so he 

will not put the slimy mollusc in his mouth without scraping off the slime with his 

paw?  Clever chap! Bet he uses his serviette to wipe his mouth afterwards!! 

Seriously though these little guys need our help.   They don’t know a slug has just 

eaten a blue pellet, which in turn he will then eat.  We need to STOP and think.  

Other predators who like a chew on a slug are toads, frogs, newts and some birds 

namely the beautiful song thrush.  Ideally attract these ‘folks’ into your garden with a 

pond or boggy area.  It doesn’t have to be massive even a half-barrel or suchlike. 

Ground beetles and centipedes are other examples of slug/snail chompers!  Try having 

safe areas for these insects namely log piles, mulch or stone piles.   

 



 

Did you know that there are certain hostas that are slug resistant? Yes! The ones with 

the thick leaves such as H. Invincible and the ones with the blue leave like 

Halycon and sieboldiana var. elegans.   Although the slugs still like them they are a 

bit more resistant than the usual Hosta.  Also below is a list of plants, which 

slugs/snails don’t prefer.  This list has been tried and tested by one of our staff 

members who refuse to use any forms of insecticide in her garden.   She also tells us 

that she had snails in her garden.  One day she experimented by seeing if that snail 

would come back if it were thrown into the field behind her garden.   She painted its 

shell with blue nail varnish.  It was then given a good throw!  Nine days later that 

snail was back blue shell and all.  Again, it was thrown and again it came back.  It has 

been doing it for 2 years!!  I think he gets a birthday present now!!  Will not be slug 

pellets though! 

 

There are so many organic/natural forms of slug control available now there really is 

no need to use pellets. 

 

Here are a few examples: 

 

Slug Gone.   

A wool based product which not only deters the slugs/snails but effective for the 

garden too when it eventually breaks down. 

 

Copper tape. 

Slugs/snails hate the feeling of copper.  I believe it is like us biting foil (agh!) 

It can be put round pots.  Alternatively, you can also use copper coins or anything 

copper as a barrier.  You must make sure there is no break in the copper barrier, or the 

slug will just find a way in! 

 

Beer traps. 

This is probably the way a slug would like to end its life – drunk!   What better way to 

go!  Basically, you just sink a container into the soil topped up with beer. They just 

love beer and die happy!  

 

List of plants slugs are not keen on: 

 

ANTIRRHINIUM                                HELENIUM 

POLEMONIUM                                   ASTRANTIA 

CALLICARPA                                     PARAHEBE 

HYDRANGEA                                     CHELONE 

LYCHNIS                                             ASTILBE 

SHASTA DAISY                                  PHYGELIUS 

DIASCIA                                              FEVERFEW 

NEMESIA                                             CATMINT 

GERANIUM all types                           PHLOX 

BUSY LIZZY (IMPATIENS)               ERIGERON            

SALVIA PERENNIAL                         ASTERS  

OSTEOSPERMUM                              LAVENDER              

LYTHRUM 

LYSIMACHIA ALL TYPES  


